Hello Aim Coaches,
The Tennessee AIM Championships will be held on June 13, 14, 2017. Shooters will shoot 100 singles
targets each day with the winners being decided on the total 200 targets. Shooter have the opportunity
to shoot Handicap and Doubles also. The program is on the TSTA website at www.shootatatn.com. The
schedule is as follows:
Tuesday, June 13th
100 Singles 10:00am start time
100 Handicap immediately following singles
Wednesday, June 14th
100 Doubles 9:00 start time.
100 Singles immediately following doubles.
It was voted not to have the Awards Ceremony this year. Shooters can pick up their trophies as soon as
the winners are confirmed. Remember it is the responsibility of the shooter to pick up their trophies.
Trophies will not be mailed.
Team trophies will be by Category only 1st,2nd,3rd. (Teams must shoot on same squad)
Individual trophies will be by Category 1st,2nd,3rd and Class AA,A,B,C,D.
We are offering handicap and doubles and will award 1st, 2nd, 3rd in each Category. Handicap shooters
will shoot from their assigned yardage (no penalty yardage).
HOA trophy for shooters shooting all events.
We will use www.presquad.com for squading. It is open now and ready for you to use.
1. Coaches must squad their shooters on presquad.
2. If shooting for a Team. Send me the Team Name, Shooters and Category of Team.
3. If a lady please indicate so on your list.
4. Coaches must send me the Class of each shooter according to the following table.
Classes for Singles for all categories are as follows:
Class Pre-sub
Sub-Junior
Junior
Junior Gold
AA
N/A
93%-100%
95.5%100%
N/A
A
80%-100%
87%-92.9%
91.5%-95.49% 94%-100%
B
69%-79.9%
81%-86.9%
87.5%-94.49% 90%-93.9%
C
Under 69%
72%-80.9%
80.5%-87.49% Under 90%
D
N/A
Under 72%
Under 80.5% N/A
Remember I need a list of all shooters and their class. If shooting as a team I need the Category of the
team (pre-sub, sub Jr, Jr, Jr Gold) and team name. Please indicate if you have lady shooters. Please
email to me at hgc.rsmith@gmail.com. I will need this information no later than 10:00 am on June 12th.
I know this is lots of information, so if you have questions email me at hgc.rsmith@gmail.com or call at
731-608-6000. Thanks for your support of the Tennessee AIM Program!!!!
Sincerely,
Robert (Robin) Smith

